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Demob Suits: One Uniform for Another? Burtons and the Leeds Multiple Tailors 
Production of Men’s Demobilisation Tailoring after the Second World War 
BY DANIELLE SPRECHER 
This article focuses on the key role played by the Leeds multiple tailors in the 
production of tailoring for British servicemen demobilised after the Second World War. 
The government provided each man demobilised with a full outfit of clothing including 
underwear, shoes, a hat, coat and tailored wool suit – the latter commonly described as 
a ‘demob’ suit. The article explores the significance of demob suits and how they were 
received by the men who had to wear them, highlighting men’s concern about what they 
wore. The public rhetoric around provision of demob suits will be considered within the 
context of the government restrictions on clothing of the 1940s and the way the suits 
were produced. The article argues that men’s experience of the made-to-measure 
system of tailoring by the Leeds multiples influenced many servicemen’s expectations 
about what constituted acceptable tailoring, fashion and standards of dress for their 
demob suits. 
Keywords: Tailoring, Menswear, Demobilisation, Suits, Montague Burton Ltd, Men’s 
Fashion, Masculinity  
 
INTRODUCTION 
Three young men in new suits came in. The suits were blue, grey and 
brown; but were alike in being severely, even skimpily, cut, and in being 
very new. The young men who wore them – and wore them newly too – 
were not alike, for one was tallish, fair, good-looking, and another was of 
similar height but dark and beaky, and the third was burly and battered.1 
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In his fictionalised account of the experiences of three men as they returned 
home after demobilisation from the armed services in the mid-1940s novelist J. B. 
Priestley (1894-1984) used the exchange of clothes from uniform to new ‘demob’ suit 
to indicate the other changes these men were soon to undergo. The demob suit was a 
wool tailored ready-to-wear suit the British government provided to each serviceman 
demobilised from 1944 to the early 1950s. The suit was part of a full outfit of clothing 
men received, including underwear, shoes, a hat, coat and case in which to carry them. 
A substantial proportion of these suits were made by a small number of Leeds-based 
companies who both manufactured and retailed men’s made-to-measure and ready-to-
wear tailoring.  They were known as ‘multiple tailors’ because they distributed the 
clothing through branches of their own shops across the country. Historian Eric 
Sigsworth has estimated that a third of the total demob suits produced were made by the 
largest Leeds multiple tailor, Montague Burton Ltd (Burtons).2 As historian Katrina 
Honeyman has expertly documented, the Leeds multiples had established themselves as 
nationally significant producers and retailers of men’s suits in the period before the 
Second World War and were expert in the mass production of men’s tailoring.3 They 
had also manufactured millions of uniforms during the war, all of which made them 
perfectly placed to take up the challenge of manufacturing demob suits.4  
This article will showcase the role of the Leeds multiple tailors in the design and 
production of demob suits within the context of their reception by the men who wore 
them and the wider public. The period of the war saw an environment created where 
men’s clothing was up for public discussion; the usually private discourse of masculine 
fashion (normally characterised as being limited to that between men and their tailors) 
became subject to government orders, national attention and debate in parliament. 
Commentary and responses to the demob suit scheme, and the suits themselves, were 
largely framed in acceptably masculine terms with an emphasis on practicality and 
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craftsmanship. Exploring both the production and the consumption of demob suits 
reveals the variety of men’s expectations of their tailoring in the 1940s. Men wanted 
quality cloth and cut, garments that fitted well and were individual, they expressed 
frustration when the demob suits they received did not match these desires. Many of the 
problems stemmed from the fact that demob suits were ready-to-wear when significant 
numbers of men were used to having a suit made for them, largely due to the success of 
the Leeds multiple made-to-measure model of tailoring in the 1920s and 1930s. The 
public commentary and men’s individual responses also highlight many men’s anxieties 
about having the right tailoring in order to express a correct masculine appearance in 
this immediate post-war period.  
THE LEEDS MULTIPLE TAILORS 
The model of production and retailing pioneered and refined by the Leeds multiples 
after the First World War through made-to-measure (sometimes called wholesale 
bespoke) gave men the chance to have a suit tailored to their body. Men went to a retail 
outlet of one of the Leeds multiple tailors such as Burtons (who in 1939 had 595 shops) 
or Hepworths (with 313 shops by 1945), were measured for their suit, chose the style 
and cloth they wanted and returned a few weeks later to collect their suit which had 
been cut and made up in a factory in Leeds or elsewhere in the north of England.5 The 
factory production and scale meant made-to-measure tailoring could be provided at a 
price not much more, or even equivilent to, ready-to-wear. To assist with individual cut, 
companies used figure charts highlighting the different types of male bodies that the 
cutter might have had to accommodate to make sure of a correct fit.6 There were other 
elements of the male body that the multiples considered important when they were 
attempting to manage the process of making individualised suits by mass production. 
Burtons included instructions on noting their customers’ occupations which would have 
an influence on men’s body types, while age was also considered significant because 
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men’s bodies changed as they got older. The Burtons’ measuring guide noted: ‘If your 
customer appears to be a manual labourer, this should be stated on the order form: the 
cutter would then use a larger sized pattern than he would for a sedentary worker.’7 
Burtons’ largest factory, Hudson Road in Leeds, demonstrated the scale of this process 
– each cutter had his own table and the thousands of patterns were hung down the centre 
of the room – over 30,000 different patterns were available for made-to-measure 
tailoring (Figure 1).8  
AUSTERITY AND UTILITY REGULATIONS OF THE 1940S 
In order to understand the reasoning behind the provision of demob suits, and the wider 
clothing restrictions it is necessary to first look at the context of clothing policy during 
the Second World War and after. The war saw unprecedented government involvement 
and regulation of the entire clothing industry in Britain.9 Clothes rationing and the use 
of coupons was introduced in 1941, ending in 1949. Each item of clothing had a coupon 
value (for example a man’s shirt required eight coupons) and each adult was allocated a 
certain number of coupons per year, but this allocation was reduced as the war 
progressed. By 1945, only 24 coupons for clothing were issued per person. Alongside 
rationing were associated ‘Utility’ and ‘austerity’ regulations and controls concerned 
with pricing, standards of cloth and clothing manufacture, sizing, and garment design 
which affected men’s, women’s and children’s clothing. The style and design of 
clothing also came under scrutiny by the government with the introduction of what 
became known as the ‘austerity’ regulations.10 These consisted of controls on style by 
limiting the amount of material and trimmings commercial manufacturers (who made 
nearly all men’s outerwear including tailored suits) could use.  
For men’s clothing this meant, amongst other things, shortening shirt lengths, 
reducing the number of pockets and buttons on suits, and outlawing double-breasted 
suits and waistcoats, double cuffs on shirts, and turn-ups on trousers (Figure 2).11 The 
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large-scale design and manufacturing processes of the Leeds multiple tailors put them at 
an advantage. Their form of factory mass-production was viewed as the most efficient 
and attractive form of clothing production by the Board of Trade – the body appointed 
by the wartime government to oversee these regulations – and Leeds tailoring firms 
such as Burtons were rewarded by being given designated status which guaranteed 
supplies of cloth and labour, and a market to sell to.12  
It was taken for granted that women would find these style restrictions difficult 
to come to terms with, as Pat Kirkham has argued: ‘Being “fashionable” and taking a 
pride and interest in what you wore was an important part of “women’s culture” which 
did not suddenly cease because Britain was at war.’13 When introducing rationing the 
President of the Board of Trade, Oliver Lyttleton (1893-1972) stated: ‘I know all the 
women will look smart but we men may look shabby. If we do, we must not be 
ashamed. In war the term “battle stained” is an honourable one’.14 However some of the 
reactions belied this supposed lack of interest by men in what they wore, as the design 
of men’s clothing became subject to the sort of scrutiny which was usually consigned to 
the realm of fashionable femininity. The changes in the design of men’s suits under the 
austerity regulations were the subject of parliamentary debate. Many of the comments 
were negative, such as those expressed by David Robertson (1890-1970), the 
Conservative Member of Parliament (MP) for Streatham:   
The only man who would buy one of those suits was the man who was 
obliged to have a suit. Anyone who was used to having four pockets in 
his waistcoat to hold his pen, watch-chain and diary found it very 
difficult to get used to two pockets, he would have to carry his fountain 
pen horizontally in a jacket side pocket and probably find it leaking.15  
These anxieties were framed as pragmatic concerns with functionality, rather than an 
admittance of men’s engagement with style change. This representation of masculinity 
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tallied with the usual discourse around men’s tailoring, that it was about craftsmanship 
and technical design detailing rather than fashion. In a later review of the wartime 
restrictions, the leading tailoring trade journal Men’s Wear argued the regulations had 
aroused much discontent: 
Austerity consisted chiefly in denying people a lot of quite small style 
points like pockets, ptu’s [permanent turn-ups], pleats, buttons, and so 
on, to which they suddenly found they had become much attached… 
There arose a storm of protest from the trade and public alike which will 
not be forgotten by anyone who shared it and its results.16 
The article went on to describe the rigours and dangers of war that both men in the 
armed services and male civilians had endured without protest. ‘But make him wear 
plain bottoms on his trousers by an official Order, and he’ll commit mayhem in his 
tailor’s front shop.’17 Men’s Wear considered that for men being forced to forgo details 
such as a chain hole or to wear single breasted suits when they wanted to wear double 
breasted were more than enough grounds for trouble. They concluded that the reason for 
protest was that men did not agree with government interference in their private affairs. 
While the article took a semi-humorous tone, it made clear the discomfort felt when the 
expectations of privacy around men’s clothing became public, thereby challenging the 
constructions of masculinity that denied men’s concern with dress.18  
Significantly (and unusually in discourse relating to men’s clothing), in their 
official history Hargreaves and Gowing also recognise the important influence of 
fashion in menswear with regard to the austerity regulations:  
They were most valuable when they introduced minimum standards into 
the industry and least valuable when they tried to control fashion…In 
men’s wear the influence of fashion meant resistance to any changes 
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involving economies. Definite savings were achieved by restrictions on 
shirts and suits, but evasion was fairly common.19 
Just as Pat Kirkham has argued in regard to women’s continuing engagement with 
fashion during the restrictions of the war, it is clear that for men fashion still existed in 
the seemingly minor details of a trouser turn-up and waistcoat pocket.  
In fact, the austerity regulations for men’s suits only lasted two years. The Board 
of Trade announced in February 1944 that the design restrictions would be lifted for all 
men’s outerwear as it was decided ‘that the demobilised soldiers could not be offered 
civilian clothing in austerity styles.’20 This had substantial implications for clothing 
manufacturers and retailers. The unpopularity of austerity tailoring meant that these 
suits would potentially be unsaleable, so the number of coupons required to purchase 
them was reduced from 26 to only 20 – still a significant proportion of an adult’s yearly 
coupon allocation. Burtons also attempted to make the austerity tailoring appealing by 
advertising them as ‘simplified’ suits.21 The attitude of much of the tailoring trade to 
these suits could be seen in cartoons from Men’s Wear in 1944.22 One of which depicted 
two salesmen falling over in shock that anyone would be interested in purchasing one of 
these suits, even with the discounted number of coupons required. The other highlighted 
a particularly flashy and exaggerated style associated with the dodgy dealings of a 
character later defined as a ‘spiv’, a figure who made a living getting around the law 
(and rationing) and identifiable by their preferences for colour and sharp tailoring 
(Figure 3).23 Tellingly, all three men in the first cartoon were conspicuously wearing 
fashionable double breasted suits with generously cut trousers featuring wide legs and 
turn-ups, all design elements missing from austerity suits, and the spiv in the second 
flaunted an even greater excess of cloth in his suit.  
 
THE PROVISION OF DEMOB SUITS 
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The design elements that had been excised by the austerity rules were considered to be 
of such importance by the government that they were not to be denied men returning 
from war service. Despite this acknowledgement of the significance of the style details 
of men’s tailoring, the provision of demob suits proved to be just as controversial as the 
suits that conformed to the austerity regulations. The debate again thrust the design of 
men’s clothing into the public domain – the severe restrictions highlighted anxieties 
about masculinity as men underwent the visual transformation from active service into 
civilians through their new suit of clothes. The military uniforms worn by men during 
the war provided them with a defined masculine representation, visually identifying 
their service and sacrifice and the provision of an appropriate style and quality of 
menswear to those discharged was considered fundamental to the demobilisation 
process. A tailored suit with the correct fashionable detailing was central to the process 
of integrating returning servicemen back into British civilian life.  
The number of demob suits required was huge: on Victory in Europe day in 
1945 there were over five million Britons serving in the armed forces, and nine out of 
ten of these were men.24 The immense demob programme involved ‘the outfitting of 
some five million officers and other ranks with civilian clothes of good quality’.25 
However, this only applied to men, women who were demobbed from the armed 
services were given clothing coupons.26 In order to cope with the required numbers the 
vast majority of demob suits produced were ready-to-wear and were made by the 
wholesale men’s outerwear industry that was dominated by the Leeds manufacturers. 
The combination of suits made by mass production and the restricted choices offered to 
demobilising men proved contentious particularly due to the perceptions – and reality 
for some men – of the inadequacies of ready-to-wear tailoring. There were also 
indications that men’s tastes were changing, with casual styles and different cuts 
becoming popular. For example, a serving officer in the Royal Air Force contributed his 
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conversations with fellow officers in his mess to trade journal Style for Men in 1944 
where they concluded that they didn’t want ‘dark formal clothes’ but favoured soft 
collars, ‘two-piece tweed and flannel suits supported by a good collection of pullovers 
and slipovers.’27 The dramatic shift from military uniform to civilian clothing by 
millions of men created a very public recognition of the status of men’s clothed bodies 
and the expectations and assumptions of how they should look.   
When it came to demobilisation of men from the armed forces the government 
was determined to improve upon the demob process of the First World War that had 
struggled to reintegrate men into civilian life consistently. As General Officer 
Commanding-in-Chief of Northern Command, Sir Philip Christison (1893-1993) 
commented after visiting the Burtons Hudson Road factory in 1946: 
I wanted to see this for myself, after my experience at the end of the 
Great War of houses fit for heroes to live in, and clothes fit for heroes to 
wear. They were shocking things. But this time I am most impressed. 
The quality and workmanship amaze me.28 
There was no question that the civilian clothing supplied would not consist of a tailored 
suit. As Mass Observation asserted in 1939, for ‘all classes it is the emblem of that 
universal class-attribute, respectability’.29 It was agreed that the demob suit from 1944 
would also improve on the austerity suits that men demobbed earlier in the war had 
been given.30 It was felt this would ensure that ‘when the soldier steps into “civvy 
street” and becomes John Citizen from now on he is assured of a good suit, and he will 
feel a dignified citizen’.31 The idealised version of these suits was designed to conform 
to the expected style of 1940s tailoring: to be made of good quality wool cloth, two- or 
three-piece with options of single or double breasted jackets (or a more informal sports 
jacket and flannel trousers) and trousers with turn-ups if they were desired.  
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However, the demobilisation outfit itself comprised more than just a suit, and 
most of the publicity and press about the scheme emphasised the variety and choice on 
offer to men coming out of uniform. The outfit was described as including a ‘felt hat 
(wide choice of shape and colours), a shirt (over 100 designs) with two collars to match, 
tie (over 50 designs), two pairs of socks, a pair of shoes (black or brown), and a self-
lined raincoat.’32 Significantly, the clothing provided did not require any coupons – men 
were given the garments separately to the rationing system, which did cause some 
disgruntlement from civilians, as J. B. Priestley was reported to have commented in 
1945: ‘the demobbed man was a prince amongst paupers – literally “a cut above the rest 
of us”.’33 Labour MP Evelyn Walkden (1893-1970) on being shown samples of the 
ensemble at a special parliamentary display thought the clothes were exceptional: ‘I 
valued the outfit – suit, hat, shirt, shoes and underwear – shown at £17 17s. The suits 
were better than most MPs are wearing today’.34  
Ministry of Information colour photographs of a demobilisation centre 
demonstrate the way the demob process was promoted, with the emphasis on individual 
selection and an attempt to recreate the kind of clothing consumption that men would 
have been familiar with (Figure 4).35 Men were sent to different demobilisation centres 
around the country on their return where they were processed. They were given a record 
and release book with tickets for each department they had to visit including a medical 
check, being issued with their final pay and certificate of release, and selecting their 
demob outfit. The demobilisation process was shown in a British Pathé newsreel film 
from 1945 as it followed an unnamed Royal Air Force serviceman as he demobbed 
through a centre in Uxbridge, West London. He admires the mocked-up tailor’s window 
with an elegant display of the outfits on offer and feels the quality of the cloth; he 
peruses the style-sketches to decide what type of suit he wants; he is assisted into a 
‘quieter’ patterned jacket by the civilian tailor (after rejecting the suggested ‘nice, smart 
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check’ with the exclamation ‘blimey!’); and finally admires his reflection in a full-
length mirror.36  
Of course, these were idealised representations of the demob centres but Alan 
Allport cites positive experiences of servicemen such as one officer who described how: 
‘From the moment that I entered the dispersal centre until, laden with a complete 
civilian outfit, I emerged from the clothing store, I met nothing but quiet efficiency and 
outstanding courtesy.’37 A pencil sketch of the process at Olympia in London’s 
Kensington for the Illustrated London News gives an indication of what the experience 
may have been like with the long Empire Hall filled with servicemen trying on suits and 
dealing with bundles of clothes.38 The menswear trade also appeared to be largely 
supportive with trade journal Style for Men approving of the way ‘the submerged style 
interest of the new-fledged civilian was pleasantly stimulated, by allowing him a fair 
degree of shopping choice, and by a number of “Hints on selection”, displayed on show 
cards.’39 Ken Rawlinson who had served as a driver in the Royal Tank Regiment, 
remembered taking advantage of these options on his demob, choosing the more relaxed 
style of ‘a sports coat and flannel slacks instead of the familiar “chalk stripe” demob 
suit’.40 
The demob outfits on offer also conformed to an egalitarian ethos as both 
officers and privates were given the same choice of clothing. Field-Marshall Sir Bernard 
Montgomery (1887-1976) was reported to have chosen ‘a nice dark brown herring-bone 
tweed suit with a thin and not too obtrusive red stripe’ for his return to civvy street.41 
This was quite different from the situation within the armed services where both male 
and female officers, who usually came from wealthier backgrounds, routinely had their 
uniforms individually made by bespoke and made-to-measure tailors – Burtons, for 
example, offered made-to-measure officers’ uniforms during the war.42 As George 
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Isaacs (1883-1979), the Minister of Labour, admiringly commented to Burtons workers 
in 1946:  
In these disposal centres there is no difference in rank. There is no 
difference between Commissioned Officer or Non-Commissioned 
Officer; they all come in and take their tunic off and you don’t know 
whether he is a Sergeant or a Major; when he puts the suit on, it is a 
tribute to the garment you have supplied when you realise that it was 
good enough for the Colonel and the same time good enough for the 
Private.43 
Isaacs strongly approved of the way the demob suit had the potential to remove the class 
and status differentiation normally expressed by a clothed body. This chimed with much 
of the rhetoric of the Leeds multiple tailors throughout their history, particularly that of 
Burtons.44 Superficially this could be considered the case, but just as with the 
disparaging comments austerity suits attracted, it was in the subtle details of cut, fit and 
cloth that the quality and style of a man’s suit was measured.  
Men’s awareness of these differences with demob suits was played on in 
cartoons advertising the Sydmor brand of Leeds tailor S. Morris & Company in Men’s 
Wear (Figure 5).45 One depicted a high-ranking officer flipping a coin with an ordinary 
serviceman for a Sydmor suit, another showed a burly naked serviceman (his modesty 
covered by his discarded uniform on a chair) being told that all of the Sydmor suits had 
gone, their superior quality giving them particular desirability. The demob garments and 
suits were not given makers’ or CC41 utility labels, only coded factory production 
labels. There were rumours that suits made by the London store Simpsons (renowned 
for their high quality ready-to-wear tailoring), which could be identified by their code, 
would be put under the counter and ‘could only be obtained by asking the 
Quartermaster Sergeant very nicely’ while the Daily Mirror reported that civilian 
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workers in some demob centres had been sacked for taking tips from servicemen for 
exactly that practice.46 Officers and men of the lower ranks were given the same choices 
of demob suits, but it is clear that there were identifiable grades of quality in demob 
tailoring. This was dependent on who they were made by and despite the fact that the 
manufacturer’s name did not appear on the garments, some servicemen were aware of 
these quality differences and took advantage of them if they could.  
The vast majority of demob tailoring production was for ready-to-wear suits (a 
small number of made-to-measure suits were offered to men who were considered 
outsize, such as Wing Commander St Loe Strachey (1901-1963) who at over six foot 
was given a specially made demob suit) and there were restrictions on styles and 
colours laid down by the Ministry of Supply.47 The options were single breasted suits 
with either single breasted (notched) or double breasted (pointed) lapels or double 
breasted suits (with pointed lapels); the suits were ‘to be manufactured in various shades 
of Blue, Brown and Grey’.48 These colours covered the most popular hues for men’s 
suits; however, given the infinite mixtures possible in woven wools, especially tweeds, 
these were not as limiting as might first appear. Just as in peacetime the quality of cloth 
was considered one of the most important elements of a suit. The weights and types of 
cloth for a demob suit were also specified: ‘Worsted mixture, 15 ounces; Various 
woollen materials from 14 to 17 ½ ounces; Tweeds, 16 and 17 ounces.’49 Positive 
coverage of Burtons’ demob production at the beginning of the scheme in 1944 
highlighted the diversity of cloths used and emphasised the quality and high standard of 
the materials available for the new civilian suits: 
In this one factory’s range, the ‘demobbed’ man will have the choice of 
no fewer than 47 different patterns – pin stripes, herringbone, silk stripes, 
twills, over-checks – the designs run the whole gamut of men’s tailoring. 
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Serges, worsteds, tweeds – they will all be there for the asking – each 
and all lined with an artificial silk twill of excellent quality.50 
The publicity given to the scheme emphasised variety and aimed to conform to what 
had become accepted as important in men’s clothing consumption. This was firmly 
located within the safety of men’s tailoring where choice, style and quality cloth were 
deemed appropriately masculine.  
SURVIVING DEMOB SUITS 
Variety is clearly visible in a number of surviving demob suits held in museum 
collections.51 Leeds Museums and Galleries (LMG) have four suits, a tweed overcoat 
and a raincoat in their collections that have been classified as being part of the demob 
scheme.52 Two of the suits conform to what subsequently entered into the popular 
imagination as typical of a 1940s demob suit, double breasted and made of navy blue 
striped wool and were given to the museum by Burtons in the 1980s.53 The first 
belonged to a Mr F. Jordan; he was given it on demobilisation in 1946 after serving in 
the forces for five years.54 Made of navy worsted with a muted chalk stripe, the jacket is 
double breasted with a subtle curve to the collar, the two hip pockets are top jetted with 
flaps and it is lined in black twilled rayon. In the museum documentation it is identified 
as ‘Style 9’ – referring to a Burtons double breasted suit style, which appeared in 
Burtons style guides in the 1940s and earlier, though with only four buttons showing 
rather than the six of the demob suits (Figure 6).55 The second, which was donated by 
R. G. Steggles, is similarly made of navy wool, the jacket double breasted (also Style 9) 
with the same number of buttons and three pockets (though the hip pockets while 
having flaps have not been jetted).56 The suit is three-piece with a matching waistcoat 
and has a very different impact due to the variance in the stripes in the wool (Figure 7). 
Rather than one white stripe as Mr Jordan’s suit has, a combination of three fine white 
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stripes close together have been complimented with a fine bright blue stripe in the 
weave creating a bolder and brasher effect.57  
As evidenced by the Burtons style guide of 1940, these suits demonstrated 
continuance in a silhouette from before the war with its high defined waist, square 
shoulders and straight trousers. Alan Allport has pointed out that the ethos of the demob 
suit was that it would make returning soldiers inconspicuous, which ostensibly a double 
breasted navy blue suit would do.58 However, Allport found many comments that 
clearly demonstrated the men’s distaste for the uniformity and lack of fashionable styles 
on offer through the demobilisation centres, including this one: ‘obviously a pre-war 
seventy-five-bob effort. Not any sort of suit I would buy…foul’.59 Some men observed 
the homogeneity of the suits the demobilising soldiers chose; a regularity that can be 
seen in the design of the navy blue stripe double breasted suits just described, despite 
the understated variations in the weave of the cloth: ‘You looked like bookends – 
everyone looked the same’, recalled Tony Cameron , while Tom Hellawell reflected 
later that for the majority ‘a demob suit was simply one uniform received in exchange 
for another. Khaki, Air Force Blue or Navy Blue, all were replaced with grey or brown 
chalk stripe’.60 Chalk- or pin-stripe navy blue wool became so identified with demob 
suits that when this style of pin-striped tailoring returned to fashion in the 1970s it was 
lampooned by a cartoon in the Daily Mirror.61 Clearly there was no way mass 
production on the scale required and standardised ready-to-wear tailoring could satisfy 
every man’s individual tastes. But the comments also demonstrated the desire for men 
to differentiate themselves from each other by what they wore, even if these differences 
were subtle such as cloth quality or more drape in the cut of a jacket.  
Other surviving demob suits show that variation in cloth could have a noticeable 
influence on a suit. Two of these are tweed suits, both single breasted, one held by 
Norfolk Museums and Archaeology Service (NMAS) made of dark grey herringbone 
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tweed with a blue stripe and the other example from LMG (Figure 8).62 The NMAS suit 
is constructed of a very heavy-weight wool cloth, perhaps chosen for its durability, and 
shows little evidence of wear to the tweed. The weight of the cloth can only be 
ascertained through handling the garment and shows the quality of wools that were used 
in the making of some demob suits. The second suit, which is also in a three button 
single breasted style, is particularly striking because of its fawn-coloured Glen-check 
tweed. Suits in tweeds such as these may not have been considered suitable for all types 
of situations because of the historic association of tweed with the country and leisure 
pursuits rather than as a fabric that could be worn for office or town wear. These 
distinctions were recognised in the demob process as can be seen in the 1945 newsreel 
Demob by British Pathé where the fabric patterns on offer were divided into town wear, 
country wear and leisure wear.63 The combination of colour and check in the weave of 
the Glen-check suit make it a bold pattern to carry off, challenging any notion of being 
unobtrusive; it could be one of the demob suits which were described as ‘gaudy’.64 This 
danger of ridicule was frequently apparent and a way of ensuring correct expressions of 
masculinity. A cartoon published in Men’s Wear mocked the taste of two older men 
dressed in garish tweeds, captioned: ‘I can just imagine the ghastly suits the 
Government will hand out to the poor chaps after the war’.65 Whether the Glen-check 
was deliberately chosen by a man who had the confidence to wear such a loud suit or it 
just happened to fit him, is impossible to know.  
Fit was another aspect that was very important to men. For those used to made-
to-measure suits, having to wear a suit off-the-peg was an affront to their idea of what 
tailoring should be, how it should look, and how it should feel to wear. Mass 
Observation found in 1939 that of their sample of 170 Observers ‘only 14 bought ready-
made suits for every 86 who bought tailor-made, and in the section which paid less than 
£4 for its suits, the proportion was 73 tailor-made to 27 ready-made. The tailor was, in 
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the majority of these cases, one of the big multiple firms, like Montagu [sic] Burton and 
the fifty [sic] Shilling Tailors’.66 Sir Montague Burton estimated in 1942 that 75 per 
cent of men’s suits sold were made-to-measure.67 A tailor in Style for Men described a 
young Royal Air Force serviceman’s demob suit brought to him in 1944, the ‘quality 
and make was appalling, the fitting impossible; very inferior cloth, ill made, ill 
fitting.’68  Even after extensive alteration he only considered it worthy of being worn for 
his work in a factory: ‘If he had appeared in this suit with a red handkerchief around his 
neck he could have appeared as characteristic of the “underdog” of the early Victorian 
period.’69 A Lancashire tailor reported that he had seen more than 20 ex-servicemen for 
alterations to their suits as they attempted to get a better fit, and when Malcolm Berwin 
(whose family owned Leeds tailoring company Berwin & Berwin) came home wearing 
his demob suit, his father was so dismayed by it he insisted their factory make him up a 
new suit to be ready the next day.70 Sir Harry Secombe (1921-2001) remembered his 
suit ‘didn’t look too bad’ after his mother and sister had helped adjust it and he was 
happy to wear it to meet his mates and go to a dance, and fashion designer Hardy Amies 
(1909-2003), who had been an intelligence officer and had his suits made by a bespoke 
tailor, admired the quality of the demob clothing he was given but found most of it 
‘rather unbecoming, except a cavalry mackintosh of excellent cut.’71 Despite the 
egalitarian ethos of the demob suit, the tailoring and cut of a suit could still be a marker 
of status, an ill-fitting suit the cause of self-consciousness. All of these elements were 
crucial to the quality and design of men’s tailoring with its emphasis on fit and 
correctness, the cloth and cut combining to create an idealised image of tailored 
masculinity.  
While there were many complaints about demob suits, the cloths, the styles, the 
fit and cut, there were men who were satisfied with their new civilian tailoring. A Mass 
Observation file report on Clothes Buying and Wearing from 1947 noted that men’s 
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attitude to demob suits was mostly positive: 26 percent liked and wore their suit and 
only 12 percent disliked them (unfortunately there were no notes recorded about what 
the remaining 62 percent felt).72 A Normandy veteran, Jim, remembered his demob suit 
with pleasure: ‘it was my first ever suit and I was very pleased with it indeed. It was a 
grey pinstripe suit and with it I received lovely suede shoes.’73 Soon after his 
demobilisation, Mr James Towns was reported by the Daily Mirror to be so proud of his 
demob suit that after wearing it he always put it in a press and refused to wear it in the 
rain.74 Contributors to the BBC’s Second World War archive project Ron Goldstein and 
George Hedges provided photographs and descriptions of themselves wearing their 
demob suits after the war: Ron on his way to a wedding reception, George proudly 
giving his sister Winnie away at her wedding in the only suit he had ever owned.75 After 
serving in the Royal Fusiliers in India, North Africa and Italy, Ted Bradley wore his 
demob suit to his wedding to Alice Wedge in 1946 (she had to borrow her dress and 
veil) and while there is no record of what he thought of his suit, their wedding 
photograph shows him proudly standing outside the church in his three-piece single 
breasted (Figure 9).76 
Men also continued to wear their demob suits well after the end of the war, some 
because they liked them, others because they had little choice – a problem faced by 
Gerard Crosby – who had been amazed by the clothes on offer at the demob centre but 
had been forced to continue wearing his suit for several years because of the post-war 
difficulties in obtaining clothing.77 In 1958 the Daily Mirror featured several stories 
relating the durability of demob suits: Mrs R. Wood’s husband had worn his for twelve 
years as a lounge suit and continued to wear the jacket to work, while the quality of 
cloth meant she had been able to cut down the now too tight trousers to make shorts for 
her sons.78 The diversity of opinions expressed by men about their demob suits 
demonstrates the difficulties in supplying ready-to-wear tailoring to male consumers 
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largely used to acquiring their suits by made-to-measure and the importance men put on 
fit and quality for their tailoring in the 1940s.  
CONCLUSION 
Before the end of the Second World War discussion had begun about how men in the 
armed services would be reintegrated into civilian life once the conflict was over. Senior 
members of the government and the military were determined that men would be 
provided with appropriate civilian clothing – central to this was a tailored suit. The 
resulting demob suit conformed to contemporary public expectations of masculine 
attire. The significance of this was demonstrated by the decision to end the austerity 
regulations for men’s tailoring and ensure servicemen received fashionable details of 
trouser turn-ups and double-breasted jackets if they wanted them. The domination of the 
Leeds multiples made-to-measure model prior to the war had developed to cater to 
individual choice giving men options in design and cloth styles, furthering established 
masculine tailoring consumption practices. However, the ready-to-wear tailored demob 
suit removed most of these choices, much to many men’s frustration. The importance of 
men’s expectations of having input into the production of their suit by choosing their 
cloth and tailoring details could be seen when these choices were denied them. This was 
a masculine form of consumption which had a strong relationship to the production and 
making of the garment. The demob suits given to servicemen in the 1940s made by the 
Leeds multiples could fall short of many men’s desires because they were ready-to-wear 
– with perceived lack of fit and sometimes of quality.  
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